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High Performance, Cloud-Native Apps
Decrease spend, toil, and vulnerabilities in the cloud.
Cloud-native app delivery is a challenging, competitive landscape:
82% of enterprises rank “spend” as a top challenge in the cloud.
• Invest in lightweight solutions that reduce complexity and technology investment

97% of enterprises face organizational challenges with security in cloud environments.
• Invest in DevOps-friendly security measures that validate authorized users and stop attacks

90% of enterprise networks carry substantial technical debt.
• Invest in tools that integrate seamlessly into automation and CI/CD processes

NGINX and Microsoft Azure provide high-performance app delivery solutions for Azure services.
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Hybrid-Cloud Application Delivery

Deliver Apps Faster

Secure Your Apps
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a range of threats including OWASP Top 10 and beyond. Learn more.

Integrate with Azure AD

Deploy from Azure Government

For many organizations, Azure Active Directory (AD) represents

Together with Azure Government we enable government agencies

the single source of truth about the identities of employees and

and their partners to modernize apps and operate in a secure and

trusted users. By adding NGINX Plus, you can validate OpenID
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implementation. Learn more.

To discover how NGINX can help you, visit nginx.com.
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